December 14, 2002

Dear Lynn,
Please forgive me for not knowing your complete name, and I gave
the last copy of your book, HERE COMES THE GUIDE, to a couple
whom I married during the summer .
You and I met at a wedding at a restaurant in San Francisco many
years ago . Your book had just been published and a second edition
was already in progress . You were kind enough to list my name in
that second, edition .
Now I come to you with a recommendation . The person is JEFF OLIVER .
He is a DJ as you know and he called me today asking if I would be
able to recommend him, as a DJ, for listing in your book, THE GUIDE .
I do certainly give Jeff Oliver an unqualified recommendation . I
base my recommendation on the one time I had the good fortune of
working with him at a wedding .
The place was Treasure Island . The wedding in the naval Chapel there .
Jeff contacted me well before the date of the wedding . He asked if
there was anything I needed, informed me of the services he provided
and of his willingness to meet whatever needs I might have .
He was there at the wedding well ahead of time, prior to my arrival
anyway and I am normally at a wedding 45 minutes before time . He gave
me a wireless lapel microphone, turned it on, attached it to me and
cared for the sound from there on .
It was at the reception that Jeff's talents as a DJ were most impressive . His creativity caught your attention and his enthusiasm seemed
to be infectious . Insert the pug into the outlet and the tree lights
up . Jeff in the context of the reception brought incredible life and
joy and happiness to the reception . He even participates in some of
the dances . For the only time in my life, my wife and I were doing "the
chicken" . We never dance at all usually . My wife, Helga, still talks
about Jeff, every now and then, as she remembers that reception : warm,
loving, enthusiastic, life of the party .
Jeff Oliver will be a very reliable addition to the already rich resources
provided by your magnificent book .
M y your success e never-ending, Lynn .
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